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Abstract
Modelling under uncertainty has become an attractive topic for managerial decision making since
uncertainty can lead to an increase in cost, risk, efficiency, and market competitiveness. It is acknowledged
that fuzzy possibility theory may exhibit advantages of quantifying accurately uncertain information or
imprecise data. To reduce the uncertain information embedded in the secondary possibility distribution of
a type-2 fuzzy variable, a growing amount of research effort is dedicated to decrease greatly the computing
complexity. This paper provides an overview of the latest advances and developments in the methods
of reduction techniques and the applications for handling uncertainty occurring in the engineering and
management problems. This paper seeks to: (i) offer a comprehensive review on the predominant type
reduction methods, (ii) highlight the pertinent and widely used parametric credibilistic programming
from the perspective of modeling and optimization methodology, as well as (iii) point out the findings and
potential directions for future research.
c 2019 World Academic Press, UK. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Uncertainty appearing in the real decision making processes is an inherent characteristics of information.
As an efficient approach, fuzzy set has a long tradition in capturing quantitatively imprecision or linguistic
information. However, it is always difficult to assign an exact membership grade of each point for a fuzzy set.
Type-2 fuzzy set, introduced by Zadeh, provides an extra degree of freedom to measure uncertainty over the
ordinary fuzzy set because of its three dimensional nature. Since then, a large number of research works on
the type-2 fuzzy theory have been reported by some researchers. Especially, an axiomatic approach, called
fuzzy possibility theory, was deeply explored by Liu and Liu [28] to handle type-2 fuzziness. The authors
presented some fundamental concepts with the intention of adopting a variable-based approach to dealing
with type-2 fuzziness, which facilitate the use of modern mathematical tools to investigate fuzzy possibility
theory.
Defuzzification maps fuzzy sets to crisp values. Type-2 defuzzification maps type-2 fuzzy sets to non-fuzzy
values [34]. In order to facilitate type-2 defuzzification, type reduction which maps type-2 fuzzy sets to type-1
fuzzy sets is an undetachable module of type-2 fuzzy computation and optimization. Several type reduction
methods for type-2 fuzzy sets have been presented in the literature. In fuzzy possibility theory, type reduction
methods that collect the entire inherent vagueness of the data and form the output of type-2 fuzzy variables
as the representative of the whole uncertainty also play an important role in various fuzzy disciplines. This
paper attempts to provide a comprehensive summary on type reduction methods. They include the mean
value (MV) reduction [32], critical value (CV) reduction [33], equivalent value (EV) reduction [37], value-atrisk (VaR) reduction [3, 4] and λ selection methods [9, 14, 26]. The above-mentioned reductions not only can
decrease the computation complexity of type-2 fuzzy variables, but also can retain the important information
represented by the original type-2 fuzzy variables.
Parametric credibilistic programming [23] is a new kind of optimization mean in the case of type-2 fuzziness. It is based on fuzzy possibility theory, type reduction methods, credibility measure theory [22] and
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fuzzy optimization techniques [24]. Qin et al. [33] employed parametric credibilitstic programming to data
envelope analysis problem in 2011. Up to now, this optimization methodology has found extensive use in
miscellaneous engineering and management problems, such as facility location and allocation, portfolio selection, emergency supplies prepositioning, and transportation problem. The present review also concentrates
on these development of real applications. The purpose of this paper is to (i) conduct a representative review
on the predominant type reduction methods in fuzzy possibility theory, (ii) highlight the pertinent and widely
used parametric credibilistic programming, and (iii) summarize the findings and identify potential directions
for future research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief description of the existing type
reduction strategies in fuzzy possibility theory. Section 3 reviews parametric credibilistic programming and
its applications. Conclusions will be presented in Section 4.

2

Reduction Methods in Fuzzy Possibility Theory

Let ξ be a type-2 fuzzy variable [28] with the secondary possibility distribution function µ̃ξ (x), and type-2 possibility distribution function µξ (x, u). The support [28] of ξ is defined as {(x, u) ∈ <m × [0, 1] | µξ (x, u) > 0} .
To reduce the type-2 fuzziness, one approach is to give a representing value for µ̃ξ (x). Based on this
idea, corresponding to different representing value, various methods are proposed to reduce the uncertain
information embedded in the secondary possibility distribution.
Five reduction methods and their used representing values are listed in Table 1 that clearly shows the
differences among these methods. Through CV reduction method, mean reduction method and EV reduction
method, ξ are reduced to three different reduced fuzzy variables, respectively. The corresponding possibility
distributions of the reduced variables have parameters θl and θr . There are parameters θl , θr and α in the
possibility distributions of VaR reduced fuzzy variables and CVaR reduced fuzzy variables. The parameters
θl and θr describe the degree of uncertainty that ξ takes its value, and determine the lower and upper
boundaries of possibility distribution. The parameter α represents the possibility level in the support of ξ and
determines the location of possibility distribution. When parameter α varies in the interval [0,1], the possibility
distribution varies between the lower and upper boundaries. Therefore, by introducing the parameter α, the
VaR reduction methods and CVaR reduction method generalize mean value reduction methods, CV reduction
U
α
methods and EV reduction methods. Since CVaR α2 (η) = VaRL
α (η) and CVaR1− 2 (η) = VaRα (η), then the
CVaR reduction method generalizes the VaR reduction methods.
Table 1: Reduction methods and their used representing values of µ̃ξ (x)
Methods
MV [32]
CV [33]
EV [37]
VaR [3]
CVaR [4]

The representing values of η = µ̃ξ (x)
upper expectation E ∗ [η], lower expectation E∗ [η], expectation E[η]
optimistic critical value CV∗ [η], pessimistic critical value CV∗ [η], critical value CV[η]
pessimistic equivalent value EV∗ [η], optimistic equivalent value EV∗ [η], equivalent value EV[η]
U
lower value-at-risk VaRL
α (η), upper value-at-risk VaRα (η)
credibilistic value-at-risk CVaRα (η)

If for any x ∈ <, µ̃ξ (x) is a subinterval [µξL (x; θl ), µξU (x; θr )] of [0, 1] with parameters θl , θr ∈ [0, 1],
then ξ is called a parametric interval-valued fuzzy variable [26]. It is a particular type-2 fuzzy variable. To
characterize a parametric interval-valued fuzzy variable, its lower selection, upper selection, pessimistic cross
selection and optimistic cross selection were presented.
According to Liu and Liu [26], the fuzzy variable ξ L described by the possibility distribution µξL (x; θl ) is
called the lower selection of ξ, the fuzzy variable ξ U characterized by the possibility distribution µξU (x; θr ) is
called the upper selection of ξ. For any λ ∈ [0, 1], a fuzzy variable ξ λ is called a λ selection of ξ provided that
ξ λ is characterized by the parametric possibility distribution µξλ (x; θ) = (1 − λ)µξL (x; θl ) + λµξU (x; θr ), θ =
(θl , θr ). In accordance with Chen and Shen [9], for any λ ∈ [0, 1], a fuzzy variable ξλ with the parametric
possibility distribution µξλ (x; θl , θr ) = λµξP (x; θl , θr ) + (1 − λ)µξO (x; θl , θr ) is called a λ cross selection of
ξ, where the fuzzy variables ξP and ξO are the pessimistic cross selection and optimistic cross selection of
ξ, respectively. For a generalized parametric interval-valued trapezoidal fuzzy variable, i.e. µξL (x; θl ) and
µξU (x; θr ) are generalized parametric possibility distributions, Guo and Liu [14] used two different parameters
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λ1 and λ2 to determine the possibility distribution in the left span and right span of the trapezoidal fuzzy
variable, respectively, and defined its dual parameter selection variable.
In the possibility distributions of λ selection variables, λ cross selection variables and dual parameter
selection variables, there are parameters θl , θr and λ. The parameters θl and θr describe the degree of
uncertainty that a type-2 fuzzy variable ξ takes its value, and determine the lower and upper boundaries of
possibility distribution. The parameter λ determines the location of possibility distribution.
The above-mentioned methods reduce uncertain information embedded in the secondary possibility distribution, and retain the most important information in its parametric possibility distributions.

3

Parametric Credibilistic Programming

Parametric credibilistic programming is a main tool to model the optimization problem in the case of type-2
fuzziness. Parametric credibilistic programming has been employed in the different application fields, which
include data envelope analysis [7, 32, 33, 41, 42], transportation problem [8, 10, 11, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 29,
31, 35], location problem [39, 40, 43], cellular manufacturing system design problem [1], portfolio selection
[37], emergency supplies prepositioning problem [2, 6], project portfolio selection problem [27], inventory
management [12, 13, 14], supply chain management [5, 16], energy management [36, 38], waste management
[30], water pollution control problem [25], support vector machine model [15], and so on. The investigated
references in this paper bear witness the actuality that parametric credibilistic programming has gained great
attention in the last several years.
The reasons for the widespread use of parametric credibilistic programming are explained as follows. On
the one hand, it takes advantage of explicitly characterizing uncertain information by type-2 fuzzy variables.
On the other hand, it points out several feasible optimization criteria to develop a mathematical model
after type reductions of type-2 fuzzy parameters which guarantee that the important information don’t lost.
Moreover, parametric credibilistic programming offers a more flexible decisions by controlling the parametric
possibility distributions, which displays some superiorities over fixed possibility distributions.

Figure 1: Classification criteria of parametric credibilistic programming
This paper assesses the state of the art in the area of parametric credibilistic programming models from
different standards. Figure 1 presents the criteria used to dissect and organize this review. For instance, from
the perspective of type reduction methods, we make the distinction among MV, CV, EV, VaR reduction and
λ selection. From the perspectives of risk, we divide the models into risk neutral and risk aversion. From
the perspective of number, we consider the amount of objective functions and modeling stage. In a second
level of the classification, we offer a further categorization. For instance, we divide the models into single
objective programming and multi-objective programming. Additionally, we distinguish between those papers
which based on robust optimization methodology and those papers that ignore robustness. According to these
classification criteria, the evaluation result is reported in Table 2.
In the light of the previously reviewed studies in Table 2, CV reduction method is taken preponderantly
into consideration among different type reduction approaches. The reason lies the fact that the parametric
possibility distributions of CV reduced fuzzy variables possess a better characteristics. That is, the possibility
of demarcation points is not dependent on the parameters θl and θr . Through CV reduction method, the
credibility constraints and VaR objective function can be transformed easily into their equivalent forms from
a practical point of view. From the perspective of risk, the models with risk-averse objective is more than
ones with risk-neutral objective. This phenomenon is beneficial from the risk meaning and tractability of
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value-at-risk criterion. Another finding that can be drawn from Table 2 is that there are only a few studies
focusing on multiple objectives or multiple stages. Maybe it is a major challenge taking both dynamic and
fuzzy properties of the uncertain data in account. Recently, Guo and Liu [13] have also given insights into
new avenues for parametric credibilistic programming in a broad manner. The distributionally robust fuzzy
optimization is still in the early stage, and some significant works remain to be explored in future.
Table 2: Classification for parametric credibilistic programming in applications
Reference
[32]
[33]
[41]
[42]
[7]
[29]
[18]
[19]
[8]
[31]
[10]
[11]
[17]
[35]
[39]
[40]
[43]
[37]
[2]
[6]
[27]
[14]
[13]
[12]
[5]
[36]
[38]
[30]
[25]
[15]

4

Type reduction
MV CV EV VaR λ
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Risk
Netural Aversion
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Objective
Single Multiple
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Stage
Single Multiple
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Robustness
Yes No
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Conclusions

This paper offers a representative review on the recent use of fuzzy possibility theory for manipulating with
uncertainties in the context of engineering and management application. As an axiomatic approach, fuzzy
possibility theory would be beneficial to model real-life optimization problem under type-2 fuzziness framework. We summarize systematically the usual type reduction methods, that make type-2 fuzzy variables to
type-1 fuzzy variables. Thus, the computation complexity of type-2 fuzzy variables can be decreased to a
large extent. Most of all, the important information represented by the original type-2 fuzzy variables can
be retained after the above-mentioned reductions. In addition, parametric possibility distributions of reduced
fuzzy variables or selection fuzzy variables also provide a more flexible decisions in practical optimization
problems, which is helpful to promote the development of parametric credibilistic optimization methods. A
large number of papers coping with transportation problem, supply chain network design, and so on show the
advantage of parametric credibilistic optimization methods, which give an informative view of the state of the
art for researchers and practitioners. To conclude, notwithstanding the fact that fuzzy possibility theory has
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attracted much attention in the last ten years, we expect that this trend will continue.
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